
ADVANCED HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

DOUBLE EURO STYLE PNEUMATIC
WASH FRAME 600/HA300

Our range of pneumatic wash frames are designed for safe, effective 360° cleaning. The frame gives 
100% access to the interior and exterior of Euro buggys, including the base and wheel arrangement. 
Accommodating both the 400lb and 600lb DIN 9797 Euro style buggys commonly called V mag carts or 
dump buggys.
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CM Process Solutions wash frames come in two 
sizes, a single unit and a double unit for a higher 
throughput. 

Both machines are pneumatically controlled by 
means of simple push buttons and handle both  
400 lb. or 600 lb. buggys.

The buggys are simply loaded into the cradle of the 
machine via the positioning guides. The stainless 
steel pneumatic cylinder then lifts and tips to a 
maximum 100° angle ensuring a sanitary wash with 
excellent residual water drainage. 

Designed to significantly reduce the risk of injury 
and accidents caused by the manually handling of 
buggys during the washing process. 

The unit is mounted on heavy duty free standing 
frame or it can be supplied mobile with lockable 
castors.
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OPERATIONAL DESIGN

Our machines are designed with hygienic principles 
in mind. They are manufactured from 304 grade 
stainless steel and are suitable for direct contact 
with food products. 

SANITARY DESIGN

DOUBLE EURO STYLE
PNEUMATIC WASH FRAME

Our range of handling equipment can be completely 
customized to your specific individual needs. Please 
don’t hesitate to contact us at CM Process Solutions, 
we are happy to discuss individual solutions with 
you. 

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

All of our machines are designed with operator 
safety in mind. There are no trap or knit points when 
an operator can trap his or her finger. 

The buggys are raised and lowered by means of a 
stainless steel pneumatic cylinder. The pneumatic 
cylinder operation has no electrics ensuring the 
highest levels of safety in a wet room environment.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY

http://www.cmpsol.com/product/stainless-steel-double-euro-style-pneumatic-wash-frame/
http://www.cmpsol.com/product/stainless-steel-double-euro-style-pneumatic-wash-frame/


DIMENSIONS
600/HA300

DOUBLE EURO STYLE 
PNEUMATIC WASH FRAME
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